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61. INTRODUCTION 
II+ 1970 Atiyah and Hirzebruch [3] proved that the existence of a non-trivial smooth action 
of the circle group S’ on a closed connected Spin manifold M implies that the A-genus of M 
vanishes. It is our purpose to explore the vanishing of further Pontrjagin numbers of Spin 
manifolds admitting smooth S’ actions of odd type; assuming that MS’ # 4, and viewing 
Z, = ( k 1) c S’, these are the actions for which all components of the fixed set MzL have 
codimensions congruent to 2 (mod 4) (see [2,3]). We have one general result for such actions; 
the rest of our results require that the action also be semifree, i.e. that it be free on the 
complement of the fixed set MS’. 
The following result was proved during conversations with S. Weinberger. 
THEOREM 1. If a closed Spin manifold M admits a smooth S’-action of odd type, then its 
signature r(M) vanishes. 
If M is a closed smooth oriented manifold and E is a rral vector bundle over M, then 
.e^/(M) denotes the total A-class of the tangent bundle of M[3;4, $231. and ch(E) denotes the 
Chern character of the complexification of E. We put 
A^ch(E)[M]=(.G(M)ch(E), [M-J), 
Let T denote the tangent bundle of M and i.‘T its rth exterior power. 
THEOREM 2. If a closed Spin manifold M admits a smooth semfree S’-action of odd type, 
then A^ ch T[M], A^ ch(i.‘T) [M] and A^ ch(A3T+ T 0 T) [M] all vanish. 
At this point, a large number of remarks are in order. 
(A) The study of the bordism of semifree S’-actions on Spin manifolds in [5,6] is 
complete, apart from the determination of the ideal 1* in ,yi” 0 Q=fi”,” 0 Q which we 
can characterize in two ways; 
I,=all rational multiples of bordism classes [M] of Spin manifolds admitting smooth 
semifree S’-actions of odd type 
=a11 rational multiples of bordism classes [CP(<‘“‘)], SZm-+B a complex vector bundle of 
even dimension over a compact oriented manifold. 
The original aim of this study was to determine the ideal I,, by finding the characteristic 
numbers which vanish on I,. 
(B) We know that the ideal I, contains indecomposable polynomial generators xJn b 3) 
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of dimension 4n for ni” 0 Q, with .yq,= [CP(<“)] for a suitable <4-+CP2n-3 (see [5.6]). 
Hence we have ar- inclusion 
which we conjectured to be an equality (Theorems 1 and 2 imply that this is true in 
dimensions ~40). The conjecture has been recently given an elegant proof by Serge 
Ochanine, using formal groups defined by elliptic integrals. 
THEOREM 3. [12]. The ideals I, and J, coincide. Moreover, a multiplicative Q-genus 
@:nz”--+Q vanishes on all CP(<‘“), < being a complex vector bundle of even dimension over a 






where R(z) = 1 - 262’ + sz4 (6, EEQ). 
(C) Our interest in the characteristic numbers A^ch T[M] arises from their study by 
Witten [ 163 in connection with the Dirac operator with coefficients in the tangent bundle, i.e., 
the Rarita-Schwinger operator. Witten asks if the character-valued index of this operator, for 
an S’-action on a closed Spin-manifold, is a constant. 
(D) It is natural to ask if those characteristic numbers, which vanish for Spin manifolds 
admitting smooth semifree Sr-actions of odd type, continue to vanish if the action is no longer 
assumed to be semifree. We observe this to be true for the A-genus and signature. 
(E) We shall offer three proofs that, in addition to A, also A^ ch T, A^ch(Ib2T) and 
A^ ch(i.3T+ TO T) vanish on associated complex projective space bundles CP(g’“‘), which 
suffices to prove Theorem 2 in view of remark (A) above. 
We first observed that one can read off the vanishing of A^[CP(52m)] from $23 of Bore1 
and Hirzebruch [4]. A close examination of their techniques permits one to reach the 
further conclusions given in Theorem 2, as well as the following result which immediately 
implies Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let t2”’ be a complex 2m-plane bundle over a closed oriented manifold. Then 
Achi,“T@ . . . @ i.‘1T[CP(<2m)]=0 
$r,+ . . . + r, cm, and in addition 
A^ch(i.“T)[CP(~2m)]=0 
and 
We then noticed that one can reach these same conclusions (of Theorems 2 and 4) by a 
simplification of Ochanine’s argument [ 123, in which we use residues of rational functions in 
place of elliptic functions. 
Having observed that Ac~(/.~T) does not vanish on the ideal I, and that a correction 
term is needed, we sought relations of the form 
Ach(XT+“lower terms”)[M]=O 
valid for all r and all [M]el,. We find it better to work with KO characteristic classes, since 
they are stable, and so switch over to KO Pontrjagin classes 7~~ and the corresponding 
symmetrized monomials sZ, (see $5) and prove 
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THEOREM 5. There are KO characteristic classes 
pI.=n,+ c a!& (&Q) 
O<lw(<k 
for k>O, vanishing on CP(tzm) f or all m, and so that the sum x pk is a multiplicatire 
kt0 
characteristic class. 
For kg 3 we recover the relations of Theorem 2. For k<6 we have written out the 
relations in full (see $5) and find the coefficients ai to be integers. In fact, we have learned from 
D.V. and G. V. Chudnovsky that all the coeficients are integral; see the appendix [17] in 
which they use elliptic modular functions to obtain a complete formula for the characteristic 
series associated to the multiplicative characteristic class 2 pk. 
k>_O 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In $2 we briefly discuss circle actions of odd 
type and prove Theorem 1. We recall the machinery of Bore1 and Hirzebruch [4] in 
$3, showing that their argument for the vanishing of A[CP(<zm)] extends to give 
A^ch T[CP(i’“‘)] =O. We exploit this method further in $4, where we prove the additional 
relations of Theorems 2 and 4. In $5 we show how the same results follow by Ochanine’s 
method applied to rational functions; at the same time, we reformulate our results in terms of 
KO characteristic numbers. Finally, we prove Theorem 5 in 96, by a lengthy study of the 
formal solutions of a differential equation, an approach which is made possible by 
Ochanine’s determination of the genera which vanish on all CP(c’“). A more informative 
approach to Theorem 5 is given in the appendix by G.V. and D. V. Chudnovsky. 
92. CIRCLE ACTIONS OF ODD TYPE 
Let the circle S’ act on a closed Spin manifold M”. We shall work throughout in the 
smooth category, and may assume the action preserves a Riemannian metric. Then the action 
of S’ on M lifts, via the differential, to an action on the principal tangential SO(n)-bundle 
Q-+M. The S’-action is said to have erelj t~‘pc if it further lifts to the Spin @)-bundle P-tM 
which defines the Spin structure of M, P being a double cover of Q; see [3,92]. In this case, the 
involution T:M+M given by multiplication by - 1 ES’ has even type in the sense of [2, 
p. 4871, and in particular each component of Mz’ has codimension congruent to 0 (mod 4) 
in M. 
In fact, we are interested in actions of odd type. by which we mean that the S’ action fails 
to lift to the Spin (n) bundle P-rM over each component of M; again see [3, $21. In this case, 
the involution T: M+M given by multiplication by - 1 ES’ has odd type in the sense of 
[2, p. 4871, and each component of MZz has codimension congruent to 2 (mod 4) in M. 
We suggest the following analogy: an involution on a connected oriented manifold either 
preserves or reverses orientation. If a connected closed oriented manifold admits an 
orientation-reversing involution, then all its Pontrjagin numbers clearly vanish. It is our aim 
to show that more characteristic numbers vanish if a Spin manifold admits an S’-action of 
odd type than is the case if the S’-action has even type. 
THEOREM 1. If a closed Spin manifold M admits a smooth S’-action of odd type, then its 
signature 7(M) vanishes. 
For example, the quaternionic projective spaces HP” admit numerous S’-actions. For n 
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even, they are all of even type: see Bredon [7, VII.31. For n odd, HP” admits a linear S’- 
action of odd type which is semifree with fixed set CP”. 
We require two facts, from which the theorem is an immediate consequence. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S’ act on the closed smooth oriented manifold M, and give MS’ the 
canonical orientation by taking all normal rotation numbers to be positive. Then 
s(M) = r( MS’). 
We refer to [3,43] and notice that further proofs are given by Hattori and Taniguchi [ 10, 
$41 and by Witten [15, $31. 
PROPOSITION 2. If Z, acts smoothly on a Spin manifold M, preserving orientation and the 
Spin structure, then the fixed set MZz is orientable. 
To prove the theorem, it suffices to consider 
MS'cMZ2cM 
and to observe, as was pointed out to us by Shmuel Weinberger, that S’ also acts on MZ2 
with (MZ2)S’ = MS’. Giving MZ2 an orientation for which (Mz2)” carries the same orient- 
ation as MS’, we see that s(M) = s(M”) = r(MZ2), and so r(M) = 0 since MZ2 has codimen- 
sion congruent to 2 (mod 4) in M. 
In case the action is also semifree, a more elementary argument based on the 
multiplicativity of the signature [8] shows that r(M)=O; see [5,6]. 
43. VANISHING OF A AND iich T ON CP(<2m): PROOF BY LIE THEORY 
We shall apply the techniques of Bore1 and Hirzebruch [4] to study the bundle 
n:CP(~2”‘)+B with fibre CP2”-’ for a smooth complex 2m-plane bundle <2m-+B over a 
closed oriented manifold B. For this we take G = U,, and let U = U 1 x U,,_ 1, so that U has 
maximal rank in G and G/U = CP2”- I. In this situation, Theorem 23.3 (ii) of [4] already 
shows that A[CP([2*)] =O. We must understand the main lines of their argument in order 
to see that also A^ ch T[CP(tzm)] =O. 
In the general situation studied in [4], we have a smooth principal G-bundle P-B, a 
closed connected subgroup U of maximal rank in the compact connected Lie group G, and 
thus, th.e associated bundle 7-c: P/U-B with fibre G/U. If we denote by 8 the bundle along the 
jbres, then the tangent bundle 5P,U is given by 
‘spic’z IPtg 0 8. 
Moreover, 0 is the vector bundle 
P x ,.(GIU),-+PIU, 
U acting dn (G/U), = L(G)/L(U) by the isotropy representation. 
Another important tool is integration over the Jibre [4, 981. 
~:H*(P/U)-+H*-NB, 
N = dim G/U; we take coefficients in Q. It satisfies 
(n*(b).x)“=b.(x)’ (1) 
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if bEH*B and XEH*(P/U), and also 
(x, [P/U1 > = <.xp, CBI >, 
our manifolds being oriented. 
Returning to CP(t2”), we see that 
A[cP(r2m)] = (7r*&B).,&8), [CP(i)]) 
= Gv){&W, cm 
so it will suffice to show that 
(&?(8)}‘=0; 
and this is true. If we also want 




then we will need 
and this, too, is true. 
{&B)ch@))“=O, (4) 
To verify (3) and (4), we shall use roots, as described in [4, $151. The positive roots of U,, 
are 
xi - xk, 1 <jck<2m 
and those that are positive roots of U, x U2,,,_ 1 have 2 <j< k <2m. This leaves the positive 
complementary roots 
xi-XL, 1 <k<2m. 
Denoting by s the sum of the positive roots of U, x U,,_ Ir 
[4, $231 that (3) holds if 
s/2 is a singular vector 
and then by the same method one finds that (4) follows if 
s/2 + o! is a singular vector 
for all complementary roots a. 
Bore1 and Hirzebruch show in 
(5) 
(6) 
We must explain that in U,, we use the standard maximal torus T, consisting of the 
diagonal unitary matrices 
and that a “root vector” b = b,x, is called singular if it is orthogonal to some root of U 2m, 
j=l 
i.e. if two of the coefficients bj are equal. We identify c bjxj with the 2m-tuple (b,, . . . , b2,,,); in 
particular we find that s/2 is given by 
s/2=(O,m- l,m-2, . . . , 0, . . . , -(m- 1)) (7) 
and so is singular. 
Since all Pontrjagin numbers of CP(t’) are zero, as a simple calculation reveals, we may 
assume that m 3 2. The following result is sufficient to prove (6), as well as most of Theorem 4. 
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PROPOSITION 3. If r <m and c(~, . . . , LX, are complementary roots, then 
s/2+@,+ . . . +z, 
is singular. 
Proof: For a root vector b=(b,, . , . , b2,,,) with the bj integers and Cbj=O, put I( bll 
=clbjl. We observe that Ils/2)1 =m(m- l), and that Ils/2+r,+ . . . +a,11 Im(m- 1)+2r. 
Finally, as was pointed out to us by Richard Stong, if b is regular (i.e. not singular) so that its 
entries are distinct integers, and if Cbj = 0, then among { bj) there are at least m integers of the 
same sign, whence 
llbll>2(1+2+ . . . +m)=m(m+ 1). 
Since m(m + 1) - m(m - 1) = 2m, we see that s/2 + a1 + . . . + a, cannot be regular if r cm. 0 
This completes our first proof that A^ and Ach T vanish on all CP(<2m). One can also 
read off the vanishing of the A-genus from remark (A) of the introduction and the theorem 
of Atiyah and Hirzebruch [3]. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 4 BY LIE THEORY 
We begin by giving a fuller account of some of the machinery of Bore1 and Hirzebruch, 
continuing the discussion from the previous section. In particular, the reader might want to 
know why (4) follows from (6) in 93. 
In addition to x:P/ZJ+B with fibre G/U=CP2”-‘, we consider the two further 
projections shown in the diagram 
PIT H2 -P/U = CP(fy”) 
\ / 
Here Tis the standard maximal torus in G = U2,,, and the fibre of n, is the flag manifold G/T. 
We denote by XT the homomorphism in rational cohomology induced by q; as our 
cohomology classes need not be homogeneous, this is the zT* of [4]. Both 7~* and 7~: are 
injective. 
Let 0 denote the set of positive roots of U = U, x U2,- Ir and write ‘I’ for the set of 
positive complementary roots. Thus s= c a; one also puts a = 1 h, the sum of the positive 
ace 4EeUy 
roots of G. 
The essential formulas for our purposes are given in [4, 23.21 and must be slightly 
generalized to yield the desired conclusions. Recall that t3 denotes the bundle along the fibres 
of r~:CP(~~“)-+l3. Let 
p = i.“(0) @ . . . 0 J”(8); 
we are interested in (.>(@ch(p)j”. 
The first formula of [4. 23.21 is, in our notation, 
7rz.&(0) = n a/(2 sinh(a/2)); 
aeY 
it is based on the splitting principle [4, 10.71. The generalized formulas are 
7~;{.&(0) ch(0)) = 
(8) 
(9) 
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and the sum runs over all sets of r distinct complementary roots in Yu( -‘I’). 
Similarly, the third formula of [4, 23.21 reads 
‘I eS/2aEEYu/(2 sinh(a/2)) (11) 
where q, denotes integration over the fibre for the bundle rri. Its analogues are 
and 
(&@ch(8))“= es~2zEfiVz/(2sinh(z/2))~~~(ez+e-”) (12) 
{d(O) ch(i?(B) @ . . @ ilri(0)))” = es” =~~yrl(2sinh(r12)).L,,. . . L,, (1% 
with L, as above. 
Turning to the next formula (1) of 14, 23.21, we need to first of all define. as in [4, 3.21. 
E(b) = ,E~cG~gn w)e2niH'(h) 
for root vectors b. In case G= U2,,,, the Weyl group W(G) is the symmetric group. In 
particular, we see that E(b)=0 #the root vector b is singular. Now we can state the formula 
(1) of [4. 3.21, omitting the factors 2ni: 
7$@(e)“) = E(s/2)/E(a/2). (14) 
Its generalizations are 
and 
rrT[(&e) ch(0))3] = 
i 
&[E(sj2 + r) + E(s/2 -z)] 
1’ 
// E(a/2) (15) 
rr:[ (.a(‘(e)ch(i”(@ @ . . 0 i”(d)))“] = {x&/2 +fii + . . +P,))/E(@) (16) 
where pi runs through all sums of ri distinct complementary roots in ylu( -Y). In 
particular, we see that 
71T[j.~(~)~h(j.‘(t))))~]=ICE(s/2+r~ + . . . +x,))lE(u/2) 
where the r,, . . . . rr run through all sets of r distinct complementary roots. 
(17) 
We now recall that 7-c: is injective. Hence 
{C$(0)ch(i.r10 @ . 0 i.r9)}G 
vanishes if the sum xE(s/2 +fii + . . . +/Ii’,) in (16) vanishes. 
conclude that (18) vanishes if rl + . . + r, <m. Noting that 
(18) 
In view of Proposition 3, we 
we conclude by (1) and (2) that the first assertion of Theorem 4 has been proved. 
TOP 27:2-C 
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To show that A ch(i.2T) [CP(<‘“)] =0 for all m, we observe that all Pontrjagin numbers 
of CP(g’) vanish, and that if m>2 the argument just given yields the desired result. So we 
need only deal with the case m=2, and thus it suffices to show that 
A^ ch(i.“T) [CP(<2m)] =0 (19) 
for all nz, as stated in Theorem 4. 
Similarly the remaining assertion of Theorem 2 requires that we establish the vanishing 
of A^ ch(i3T+ TO T) [CP(t2”)] only for m = 2, since the statements made above give it if 
m#2. Thus it suffices to show that 
Ach(j.m+lT+ T@ i.*-1T)[CP(~2m)]=0 
for all m, as stated in Theorem 4. 
(20) 
We shall now verify (19) and could continue to establish (20) by an elaboration of the 
same method; however, we prefer to leave (20) to the following section in order to illustrate 
the advantages of our second approach. 
Turning now to (IS), it will suffice for this to verify that 
(&e) ch%m(0)}e = 0 (21) 
for CP(<‘“). In accordance with (17) we examine all the sums 
s/2+u,+ . . . +a, 
with the ui distinct complementary roots. One shows easily, by the reasoning in the proof of 
Proposition 3, that all but two such sums are singular, the exceptions being 
S/~-(X,-.X,)- . . . -(xl-x.r+l)=(-m,m,m-l,. . . ,1,-l,. . . ,-(m-l)) 
and 
s/2+(x,-x,+,)+ . . . +(x1-x2m)=(m,m-l, .:. ,1,-l, -2,. . .,-m). 
So to prove (21) we are required by (17) to verify that 
E(-m,m,m-1,. . . ,l, -1,. . . , -(m-l))+E(m,m-1,. . . ,l, -1,. . . ,-m)=O 
and this is true, since the two root vectors in question evidently differ by an odd permutation 
(compare the definition of E(b)). 
We shall, in the next section, reprove all the results of $3 and $4 and verify (20), and by a 
more elementary method! Still, the full explanation for these relations on characteristic 
numbers may well rest with the Lie theory approach. 
f$5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 4 BY RESIDUES OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
We shall show that not only the A-genus, but also all the other characteristic numbers 
appearing in Theorems 2 and 4 vanish on associated projective space bundles CP(c2”), by a 
simplification of the proof Ochanine gives for Proposition 6 in [ 121. His argument is based on 
the fact that the sum of the residues of an elliptic function is zero; ours uses the same fact for 
rational functionsf(z), or more accurately, for their differentialsf(.z)dz. In particular, if the 
rational function,f(z) has poles at the distinct non-zero points zl, . . . , zZm, and possibly at 
z =0 and z= oj, the sum of the residues off(z)dz at the zi is zero (as we shall want) iff the 
residues at z = 0 and z = cc cancel. We remind the reader that the residue off(z)dz at z = co is 
taken to be the residue at z =0 of -z-*f(l/z)dz. 
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5.1. Vanishing of A[CP(;2m)] by residues 
As a preliminary to our examination of the A-genus of CP(c’“), we shall make integration 
over the fibre in the bundle rr:CP(S)+B more explicit. B being a closed oriented manifold. 
One knows that the stable tangent bundle of CP(5) is isomorphic to rr*rB @ (I\ 0 rr*i). 
q denoting the dual of the canonical line bundle over CP(<) (see [14]). Putting t=c,(rl). 
H*(CP(<),Q)_is free over H*(B;Q) with basis 1, t, . , r2’“-’ and has its multiplicative 
structure given by the single relation 
t2m+C,(&2”-’ + . . . +c2J<)=0 (22) 
see [13, chapter VI). In addition, if 
y=bo+b,t+ . +b2m_It2m-’ 
with b,cH*(B; Q), then y’ = b,,_ i (see [4, $81) and so by (2) 
(~-3 C=Yt)I> = (Lx- Ir IIN>. 
Turning to the A-genus, in order to show that A[CP(i2”)] =0 it suffices to show that the 
coefficient of tZm-’ in the decomposition of J?(V @ n*<) according to the basis 1.t.. . . , 
2m 
t2m-1 is zero. If we introduce variables ui, . . . , u2,,, so that c(?r*t) = fl(1 + uL) expresses the 
IL=1 
total Chern class of rr*<, then its total Pontrjagin class is given by 
Further, 





and the relation (22) becomes 
Continuing to follow the proof of Proposition 6 in [12], observe that the product (23) can 
be written uniquely in the form 
2m 
Qu,, . . > U2*, t)+ n(t+Uk).A(ul,. . , u,,,,,r). 
k=l 




slnh u/2 e“i2 -e-u/2 ’ 
one finds that 
since both sides are polynomials of degree < 2m in t which agree for the 2m values r = - 14~. 
Thus, we find that the coefficient of t2m-1 in ,a(~ @ n*t) is 
(24) 
which we must show vanishes. 
We now diverge from the argument in [12]. The last expression can be simplified by 
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and factoring out wi . . . w2,,,; thus it becomes our aim to show that 
Putting zi = w: (we can do without all these squares), our task is to verify the identity 
i&;-‘n(ri-zk)-i=O. (25) 
k#i 
It will suffice to verify that (25) holds whenever the zi are distinct non-zero complex numbers. 
As suggested by the proof of Proposition 6 in [12], we notice that the rational function 
has its only poles in the extended plane at zi, . . . , z2,,, where its residues are precisely 
z~-l~~i-zk)-l> 
so that (25) follows, the sum of the residues being zero. 
Thus, we have reproved that A[CP(52m)] =O. As an exercise, the reader may enjoy using 
this method to verify that the signature of CP(t2”) also vanishes [S]; for this. residues at 
z=O and Z= x must be made to cancel. We can continue with this elementary method to 
obtain all the further relations established in the previous sections, but first we shall 
reformulate our results in terms of KO-characteristic numbers.. 
5.2. KO characteristic classes 
We shall use the KO-theory characteristic classes given by Anderson, Brown and 
Peterson [l, p. 2791, which we denote by ~~(5) rather than ~‘(5). The relations 
for an n-plane bundle allow us to pass between exterior powers and the ni(t). Recall that 
ch xi(<) denotes the Chern character of the complexification of the virtual bundle xi(r). If 
formally, then ch xi(l) is the ith elementary symmetric function of 
eUk+e-Yk-2, 1 Iklr. 
We use the standard symmetrized monomial formalism (see [ 11, §16]), writing s: to remind 
us that these are the KO characteristic classes; in particular, n, =s;, , , (k l’s). We write 
for the corresponding characteristic numbers, where b and SE are evaluated for the tangent 
bundle of M. Similarly, for any symmetric polynomial Q we can form the KO characteristic 
number #[MI; this is nothing more than a linear combination of the sz[M]. Our aim is tojind 
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those symmetric polynomials o for which we have 
o”[CP(g’m)] =o, 
either for fixed m or for all m. We state our results as follows. 
THEOREM 4’. We have u”[CP(~~“)] =0 if D has degree cm, if CJ” = n,. and if 
cY=TC,+1+7r17t,_1. 
THEOREM 2’. Thefollowing KO characteristic numbers vanish on CP(<‘“)for all m: 71~. x2 
and 7r3+~:. 
In view of (26), these are merely restatements ofTheorems 2 and 4. As before, Theorem 2’ 
follows from Theorem 4’. 
We shall prove in the following section that further KO characteristic numbers of the 
form 
pk = zr, + lower terms 
vanish on CP(~z”) for all m, and can be chosen so that their sum 1 pk is a multiplicative 
kt0 
characteristic class. For k I 6 the relations are 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 4’ by residues 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4’, using the methods with which we began this 
section. Since 
it will suffice to repeat the previous argument and examine the coefficient of Pm-l in 
(x? ch a”) (‘I @ n*{) (28) 
for a symmetric polynomial cr. The formal expression of (28) is the following analogue 
of (23): 
k~,si~~~~~k~~o(e’+u~+e~i~u1-2,. . . , er+u2~+e-r-U2~~-2) 
and one can easily continue to find that the desired coefficient of f2m-1 is now 
ifl[;/e 1/2(ur-ui)_el/2(ui-ur))- 1 b(e”, -“.+e”‘-“’ -2, . . .), 1 
We continue by putting wi = euzi2, factoring out flwi, and letting zi = w’ =e”’ to show that 
the coefficient of t2m-1 is 
~~Wi)i~Z~-1[~~-Zi)-1]~(Z~Z~1+ZiZ~1-2,. . . 1. (30) 
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This time the function we want to consider is 
f(z)=zm-1 [~~~z-.-,)-‘]o(~lz-l+ri;L?. . . . ) z,,z-‘+zzz;nl-2) (31) 
where we are neglecting the factor nwi. This function has the correct residues at z=zi. 
1 I i I2m. which we again assume to be distinct and non-zero. Thus, (30) will vanish exactly 
when the residues off(z)dz at 0 and cc cancel. 
The residue off(z)dz at z=O is the coefficient of z-“’ in 
~~~~;-;,)ljdz,z’+zz~l-2,. . rZZmz-1+zZ;,1-2), (32) 
while its residue at z= cc is the negative of the coefficient of zmm in 
i 
~~~(-TX-~~-~~dz12+z-lz;i-2,. . .) z,,z+z-‘z;;-2). (33) 
Hence we reach the following conclusion, writing 6’ for the bundle along the fibres as in 
previous sections. 
PROPOSITION 4. For a symmetric polynomial G, we have 
{(&ha”)(6))“=0 
jbr all bundles CP(<‘“)-B ifs the coeficients of Z-“’ in (32) and (33) coincide. 
Proqf of Theorem 4’. If a has degree cm, then f (z)dz has no poles at z = 0 and z = ‘x, the 
coefficients of zprn in (32) and (33) are zero, and so we see that {(.J? cha”)(Q)-” =O. In view of 
(27). this implies the first assertion of Theorem 4’. 
Continuing, assume that the symmetric polynomial a has degree m. Then the coefficients 
of z -m in (32) and (33) are 
(n=i)-‘a(z1,. . . , z~,,,) and a(z;‘, . . , z;,‘) (34) 
respectively. If a = a,,, is the mth elementary symmetric function, so that an = TI,, then these 
coefficients are equal; and this is only true, for a of degree m, if a is a multiple of a,,,. We 
conclude from Proposition 4 that (~ch7r,(@)‘=O, and by using (27) it follows that 
JC,[CP(<‘~)] =O, which is the second assertion of Theorem 4’. 
It remains to examine the symmetric function a,,,+t +alam_ 1. One can first calculate 
that 
and soit suffices todeal with a=am+t +s,.,...,.,. We next find that for a,,,+, thecoefficients 
m-2 
of Yrn in (32) and (33) are 
-ma,(z;l, . , 9;,l)+~~.~(z;‘, . . . , -_;,‘) 
and 
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respectively. Making use of (34). we see that for 0 = 6, + 1 + s2, 1,, 1 the coefficients of z-“~ 
- 
m-2 
in (32) and (33) are identical, and so by Proposition 4 we have i(.$ cha”)(H)) ’ =O. In view of 
(39, we conclude that 
(.&h(7r,,,+1 +rrl~,)(H))‘=O: 
and then (27), together with our previous results, yields the conclusion that also 
(%I+ 1 + 7117r,) [CP(p?] =o. 
- 
- 
$6. KO-THEORETIC RELATIONS 
We now wish to show: 
THEOREM 5. There are KO characteristic classes 
pk=llk+ c al’,G, d,EQ 
O<lwl<k 
for k 20, canishing on CP(t2”)f or a 11 m, so that the sum c pk is a multiplicatire character- 
k>O 
istic class. 
Being given a collection of classes pk = 7ck +xafOsE for which 1 pk is multiplicative. we 
k>O 
may form the series pt = c pktk. Applying p, tothe standard complex line bundle < (regarded 
k>O 
as a real 2-plane bundle) over CP”, and putting J’= r-2. we obtain a power series 
f;b) = I + )‘t + k;2Pk(?.)tk* 
k-l 
where, for k 2 2, pk(y) = x a~,,J~‘EQ[y] is a polynomial of degree less than k in JS. Conversely, 
i=l 
any such power series gives rise, via the splitting principle, to a multiplicative charac- 
teristic class of the desired form. If q is a real vector bundle with total Pontrjagin class 
p(q) = h (1 + uf), then ch(p,(q)) is the coefficient of tk in h ,f,(e”l + e-“’ - 2). 
i=l i=l 
We find it convenient to require the classes pk to satisfy a:,) = 0 for k 2 2, a condition that 
can be satisfied by making the change of variables t’ = t + 1 a:,,t’. 
k2Z 
According to Ochanine [12], the KO characteristic number 
P,[M] = 1 (t.2 ch pk) tM 13 [Ml>+ 
k>O 
vanishes for all CP(<2m) iff the characteristic power series of p,, 
is given by an elliptic integral 
(36) 
(37) 
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where 6 = s(t), E = e(t) in Q[[t]] are the power series given by 
d(t) = PlCCP23~ e(t) = PJH,, 21 
and where H,., is the appropriate Milnor hypersurface (in fact, [H3. 2 J = [HP’]). 
We may now translate this condition into a differential equation. Putting y = e* + eeX - 2 
=(2 sinh(x/2))2, equation (36) becomes 





Further, y=eX+e-x-2 gives $=eX-e-X=Jm, and from equation (37) 
du dx -’ __= - 
0 dx du 
=J~, 
Making use of the relation *=*2 we have 
dx dydx’ 
(38) 
If we substitutef,(y)= 1 +yf + terms divisible by y2t2, this becomes 
(d-i yt)(y + 4) = (1 + 4yt) - 26y( 1 + 2yt) + ay2 mod y2t2 
or 
so that 
1 + y($ - 2t) -$l’t = 1 + y(4t - 26) + y2(& - 46(0)t) mod y2t2 
i 
d(t)= -++3t, 
s(t) = -t modulo t2. 
Note. These values are given by evaluating 1” and rcr on CP2 and H,., and are 
equivalent to A^[CP2]= -4, A[H3,2]=0, n,[CP2]=3 and T,[H&J= - 1 (as noted before 
on J(y). Thus, we will further restrict f,(y) by insisting that a:,,=0 if i > 
k+l 
[ 1 ~ 2 ’ 
where [ ] denotes the integral part. This is the same as insisting that the coefficient of yjinS,(y) 
be divisible by t2j-l or that 
NY) = k(yC 0, 
where k(c, r)gQ[[c‘, r]] is a rational power series in u and r and 
k(tl, r) = r + u + terms divisible by u2. 
Rewriting equation (38) in terms of k and u, one obtains 
(39) 
‘(0 +4r)2 = k4 + ($ - 6r)vk2 + c(t)u*. (40) 
In order to show that there are series k(v, r)EQ[[v, r]] and e(r)EQ[[r]] for which (40) 
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LEMMA 1. A necessary and sujficient condition that a series OeQ[[c. t]] he af the form 
O=.s(t)u’for some &(t)EQ[[t]] is that 0 satisfy 
28-&O. 
dc 
Proof: If 6=EC2, 
I36 so 
then 20 - IJ~ = 2(av2) - ~(2~s) =0, and if 2% - P% = 0, then writing 
8= f a,(t)a’ gives &2a,-ia,)u’=O, so a’=0 for i#2. [7 
i=O i=O 
For the function tI given by (41) one finds that 
2u2(v+4t2)$-4t2g+k(4t2+ 12tc-4k2) 
and assuming, as in (39), that k(u, t)= t+ u+ terms divisible by I?, 2- 1): has the form , 
ae . 
+t + terms divisible by u, so that 20 - u- IS zero 
au 
2v2(u+4t’)$4tzu;+k(4t2+ 12tu-4k2)=0. (42) 
Now letting k(u, t) = t + m(u, t) with m(u, t)~Q[[r, t]] having the form m(c, t) = t; + terms 
divisible by r2, we wish to prove 
LEMMA 2. There is a (unique) power series m = m(c, t)EQ[[r; t]] af the,form 
m=&+r& +tz4,+ . . . , &=&(~:)Ec~Q[[c]] 
=c+t.2$,+u31j3+ . . . 3 $i=IC/i(t)EQCCrllt Ic/i(O)=1 (43) 
for which 
D(m)=2u2(u+4t2)$-4t2vg+ 12t2u+(12tu-8t2)m- 12tm2-4m3 
is zero. 
This will, of course, complete the proof of Theorem 5. From D(m) = 0, k(u, t) = t + m(u, t) 
has the form of (39) and satisfies (42). By the previous lemma, k satisfies (42) for some E(C) and 
the series f,(y) defined by tf(y) = k(yt2, t) will give the desired characteristic classes pk. 
Proqfofthe lemma. The proof of the lemma requires several intermediate steps. 
OBSERVATION 1. For all m oftheform (43), D(m)eu3Q[[u,t]]. 
Prooj: Let m=v+u2$,+v3*,+ . . . , whence m(0, t) = 0, g(O, t) = 1 and $(O, t) = 1,9~. 
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Expanding D(m) in powers of t’, one sees readily that the constant term as well as the 
coefficients of v and t” vanish. q 
OBSERVATION 2. For m, = &, D(m,)=O module tQ[[c,t]]. 
Prooj Working modulo t, 












Now suppose inductively that r 2 1 and that m,_ I =u+ tdl + . . . + trml$,_ 1 of the 
l-v 
form (43) has been found so that D(m,_,)=O modulo t’Q[[u, t]]. For r= 1, m, exists by 
Observation 2. 
We consider the function m,=m,_l + t’c$ and see that 
t’+D(m,_,)modulo t”‘Q[[c,t]] 
(in particular, D(m,) = D(m,_ 1) modulo t’), where D(m,_ I)t’u3q(tl) + higher terms in r for some 
q~Q[[v]], since by Observation 1, D(m,_ 1) is divisible by v3, and by inductive assumption is 
divisible by r’. 




and for s 2 2, the coefficient of gs+ ’ m L{v”} is non-zero. Thus, the linear differential operator 
L:c2Q[[c]]+t’3Q[[u]] is an isomorphism, whence there is a unique choice c#I=&~ 
r’Q[[r]] for which L{4,} = -v3v(v), and hence for which M,= m,_ 1 + t’4, is of the form (43) 
and satisfies D(m,)=O modulo t’+‘Q[[u, t]]. 
Assuming m,=m,_, + t’& has been found for all r by using this inductive process, 
nl=&+t& +r’r$,+ . . . has the form (43) and satisfies D(m)=O. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 0 
COROLLARY. The bordism classes [M] in n$ @ Q f or which the characteristic numbers 
prCM1 = Ct.2 ch A)(M), CM> are all zero are precisely those belonging to the ideal I*. 
ProqJ We define p:fiy @ Q-+Q[[t]] by fi([M])= c p,[M]tk and may view Rio @ Q 
k>O 
as a polynomial ring Q[xdi] where x,,~l, for i 2 3, x4 = [Cl”] and x8 = [H3, 2] = [HP’], so 
that i)(xJi) = 0 for i 2 3, fi(xJ = -$ + 3t + higher terms and $(x8) = - t + higher terms. Then 
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rj:(f$z 0 Q)/r,-Q[[r]] is easily seen to be manic by looking at the terms of least degree in 
r for the monomial x-~-‘~x~, which is ( -Q)m-‘i( -t)‘. 
- 
- 
Remarks. The normalization a fl, =0 for k>2 determines the relations pn uniquely, but 
our proof of uniqueness is more complicated. The relations pk for k I 6 have been listed in the 
previous section. In the appendix [17], D.V. and G. V. Chudnovsky obtain an explicit 
expression for the seriesf,(y), in terms of elliptic modular functions. They conclude that the 
coefficients a”, are all integral and give an easy proof of uniqueness. 
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